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Saving and protecting wild cats in captivity and in the wild.

IN TRIBUTE
Karrimah serval
Smokey leopard

Tears tiger
Vincent tiger

Karrimah serval, a life-long resident at Carolina Tiger Rescue,
shared a habitat enclosure with her brother Miami and the pair were
very bonded. She was a spunky and tough girl, surviving an infected
uterus and subsequent spay and the removal of mammary tumors.
She was relaxed and cooperative with her medical care, bouncing
back from all her treatments to thoroughly enjoy her enrichment and
special treats from the keepers.
Karrimah could often be found lying in her hammock and soaking up
the sun in the way that only cats can. Sadly, in early February, we
discovered that Karrimah had developed more mammary tumors
and fluid was in her lungs. The decision to euthanize was made to spare her suffering. She had survived so much; it was very
hard to lose her to a recurring illness. Miami has mourned for Karrimah, chirping and calling for her. We join Miami in missing
Karrimah’s bright presence.

Smokey leopard embodied a quality that always made you remember she was a wild cat. She managed to retain her wild

spirit even after her earlier life of being used as an attraction at a roadside zoo in Mississippi.

Smokey shared her habitat enclosure with Shadow leopard. Both leopards came to Carolina Tiger Rescue after The Humane
Society of the United States (HSUS) coordinated their rescue along with other animals at the roadside zoo. The leopards had
been kept in a very small enclosure with no vegetation, toys, or enrichment, and both Smokey and Shadow had been poorly
declawed which gave them pain and an uncomfortable gait.
In early February, Smokey underwent surgery to
remove two of her toes as a result of her improper
de-clawing. Her recovery looked good but she then
suffered from what our veterinarian suspects was an
infection of the blood that resulted from a ruptured
colon that had been trapped in a small hernia.
Smokey was not as well-known as some of the cats;
we kept her off of the tour path because she was
nervous with new visitors. She did enjoy seeing the
keepers coming – especially at feeding time – and
she loved enrichment time, particularly when she
was introduced to interesting new scents. Smokey’s
wonderful, innate wildness will be remembered by
the staff and volunteers who were privileged to care
for her.
(Tears tiger and Vincent tiger, continued on page 3)
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The Director’s Desk

4. Sadly, that also means there are no rules
about humane care or specifying what is to be
done when these animals die. Certain animals
are threatened or endangered species, with very
specific federal mandates about their disposition
so as not to fuel the pet and parts trade. How is
this being enforced when we don’t even know
who owns them in this state?

Pam Fulk, Executive Director
For several months we have been talking about
our Predators Not Pets campaign. We started this
campaign in the fall of 2014 to educate the public
about wild cats being owned as pets throughout
North Carolina and the absence of any state laws prohibiting or
in any way regulating private ownership. This means that right
now:
1. Your neighbor could own a lion in their backyard and there
is nothing you can do about it (unless you are lucky enough to
live in one of the few counties that bans or regulates it). Try
selling your house now. Or letting your small children out to
play in peace.
2. With no state regulations, said lion could be housed in a
dog pen. Carolina Tiger’s habitats include a 16 foot fence, shift
sections, and double entry gates for safety. The sanctuary itself
is surrounding by an electrified 12 foot perimeter fence in case
a hole emerges in the animal’s habitat fence or in the event of
a weather-related breach. What protects you, the neighbor of
a private owner?
3. Since there is no state regulation, authorities have no idea
where dangerous animals are located in their communities. In
the event of a hurricane, tornado, wild fires, etc. emergency
responders have no idea what they might be walking into. And
again, there are no regulations about securing these dangerous
animals.

Private individual ownership of dangerous
predators is a public safety threat and a humane issue. Very
few individual owners have the knowledge and resources to
give the care these animals require or the security that their
community deserves. Carolina Tiger Rescue has partnered with
the Humane Society of the United States (HSUS) and the North
Carolina Veterinary Medical Association (NCVMA) to draft a bill
that would ban the private individual ownership of bears, wild
cats (not feral domesticated cats), non-human primates, red
and gray wolves, and all species of hyenas and aardwolf. No
other species are being included.
There will be many arguments made against this bill. If you
want more information about the bill and the answers to these
objections, visit our website. This bill has not been introduced
at the time of this article but should be in the next couple of
weeks. As soon as the bill has been filed we will post the bill’s
title and number. Many of you have signed on to pledge your
support in a variety of ways. We thank those who have already
done so and encourage others to join us as we work toward a
safer North Carolina for people and for wild cats.
Visit CarolinaTigerRescue.org for more information about the
Predators Not Pets Pledge.

Join our Monthly Sustainer Program!
As a Monthly Sustainer your gift goes further by:
• Providing a stable source of income to support the animals you care about
• Reducing printing and mailing costs
• Reducing processing costs
Join Grant Elder, a Carolina Tiger Rescue supporter who had such a great
time at the 2015 Black Tie & Tails Ball that his family decided to increase their
monthly sustainer donation amount! Thank you, Elder Family!
“My family enjoys thinking about all of the animals and especially Aria when
we make our monthly donations. We know that Carolina Tiger Rescue relies on
gifts like ours to help care for these beautiful wild animals. Hearing stories of
the cats that have been rescued by Carolina Tiger Rescue at the Ball prompted
us to increase our monthly donations so we can help more wild cats.”

Pictured: Grant Elder and the stuffed
tiger that came with his winning bid for
the Carolina Tiger Rescue Birthday Party
auction item at the Ball.
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(continued from front cover)

Tears tiger is one of the four related tigers that we recently rescued from a private
facility in Alabama. Many of our supporters have been following the stories of
these four tigers: Tears, Madonna, Leah and Tasha, and rooting for them along
with all of us here at Carolina Tiger.

We had to say an especially difficult goodbye to Tears tiger recently. Tears’ health
began to decline and he was receiving extra care and observation. Shortly after
his health began to suffer, he was sedated and examined. After the exam, his
bloodwork came back without diagnosing any definite problem but Tears then took
a dramatic turn for the worse and he was euthanized to alleviate his suffering.
Tears was very bonded with his sibling Madonna and he quickly became known
as a very handsome (though perhaps not the most clever) addition to Carolina
Tiger Rescue. He was a very food motivated big cat and was always excited to see
the keepers at dinner time. We remember Tears’ enthusiasm and beauty as we
continue to care for Madonna, Leah, and Tasha, his tiger family.

Vincent tiger came to us from a local private owner who had been sentenced to
prison. Vincent was very distrustful of people upon arrival. After much work with
our head keeper, Lauren, Vincent became calmer but was not able to be viewed
on tour. Lauren worked extensively with him so he would not be so nervous and
therefore aggressive. He was a very smart cat who loved enrichment, especially
the introduction of clove oil and peppermint oil scents that gave him new
sensations to explore.
At the end of February, Vincent showed several signs of heart disease and a
possible blood clot to his spine that made it very difficult for him to walk. The
decision was made to euthanize him because he was losing control of his body and
exhibiting signs of heart disease.
We will remember Vincent as a cat with a wonderful, commanding presence that
fit into his great big body perfectly.

Join Now! It’s our Spring Membership Drive!

It is sad to say farewell to
these four beautiful wild
animals.
We take heart in the fact that
they found refuge at Carolina
Tiger Rescue.
Thank you to all of our
supporters for providing
them with the sanctuary they
needed.

Pick a Level that’s right for you
Student, Individual, Dual, Grandparent, Family and Family Plus!
Limited time offer ends May 31, 2015
Join or Renew your Membership and be entered into a drawing to win a
Feeding with a Keeper tour!
BECOME A MEMBER OF OUR FAMILY AND GET:
Free unlimited daytime public tours, 50% off Twilight Tours and 10% off
Specialty Tours. Free Carolina Tiger Rescue
car decal and 10% off merchandise.

Exclusive Members Only email and
invitations.

Membership available online at:
CarolinaTigerRescue.org
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BLACK TIE AND TAILS BALL
W

e had a great time exploring the natural treasures and ancient beauty
of Belize at the Black Tie & Tails Ball this year! Jay and Janet Baas
were our Honorary Chairs and helped lead the Ball to success. Thanks to
Bill and Ginny Ott, our “Bring a Guest to the Ball” Challenge brought many
new people and raised lots of money for the cats! We are happy to report
that the gross revenue from the 2015 Black Tie & Tails Ball exceeded prior
year’s balls, raising over $88,171 which will go a long way to help care for
the animals! Part of that amount, $27,250, was pledged to “Gimme Shelter,”
our 2015 Fund-A-Cause. Congratulations and many thanks to everyone who
made the Ball happen; the guests, sponsors, auction item donors, staff and
volunteers. It took a terrific amount of teamwork to put on this great event.
Photos of the 2015 Ball can be found on the Carolina Tiger Facebook page. This year’s theme was “Explore Belize: Ancient
Beauty, Natural Treasures.” Guests played a variety of games, enjoyed live music and dancing, delicious food, fellowship, and the
wonderful live and silent auctions.
Be sure to mark your calendars for February 27, 2016, when we will head out West and Celebrate the Sunsets of Sedona.		

Ovations to the Event Sponsors!
Fox 50 WRAZ-TV			

$1,000 		

Ocelot Elect

300 Swift

$750 		

Caracal Class

The Animal Hospital of Carrboro
Edward Jones, Office of Chad Virgil
Hopper Cummings PLLC 		
Marks Consulting
		
Starrlight Mead 			

$500 		
$500 		
$500 		
$500 		
$500 		

Serval Circle
Serval Circle
Serval Circle
Serval Circle
Serval Circle

Companion Camp
Hill, Chesson & Woody
Oakleaf Restaurant
Pittsboro Discount Drug
Tony Hall & Associates
		

$300 		
$300 		
$300 		
$300 		
$300 		

Bobcat Club
Bobcat Club
Bobcat Club
Bobcat Club
Bobcat Club

Carolina
Tiger
Rescue’s
2016

			

		
		
		
		
		

Patrons
Jennifer Endres

$1,000 Ocelot Elect

Jay & Janet Baas
Beverly Clapp

$500
$500

Serval Circle
Serval Circle

Safari (in-kind)
Floral Expressions & Gifts
JW Photo Labs
The Troupers

E
T
Celebrate the Sunsets of Sedona
A
D
Join us as we celebrate the magnificent American Southwest!
E
6
H
1
T ry 27, 20
E
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Auction Donations
Businesses
All Pets Considered
American Shakespeare
Angus Barn Ltd.
Apex Beverage
Bentwinds Golf & Country Club
Blue Skies of Mapleview LLC
Bouldin Dental Office
Carolina Brewing Company
Carolina Mudcats
Chapel Hill Restaurant Group
Charlotte Checkers Charitable
Foundation
Common Ground Theatre
Diamonds Direct
Duke University
Duke University Golf Club
Fox 50 WRAZ-TV
Frederick House
Glass Class
GreenHill Artquest
Greensboro Grasshoppers
Hand & Stone
Holly and Hugo
Irregardless Cafe
J W Photo Labs
Keepsakes Framing
Laser Combat at Panic Point
Lochmere Golf Club
Marbles Kids Museum
Marriott Marquis - San Diego Marina
Museum of Life and Science
NC Museum of Art
NC State Wolfpack Club
NC Zoologic Society
North Carolina Theatre

Oakleaf Restaurant
One Heart SUP
Peak City Grill
Pinecone (Piedmont Council of
Traditional Music)
PlayMakers Repertory Company
Quaintance-Weaver (Lucky 32 and
O'Henry Hotel)
Raleigh Little Theatre
Redbox Donations Office Outerwall
REI - North Hills
River Ridge Golf Club
Signed Sweet
Starbucks
Starrlight Mead
Texas Roadhouse
The Gorge
The Joyful Jewel
Top of the Hill Distillery
Total Wine
Transactors Improv Co.
Triad Stage
Trolley Pub
US National Whitewater Center
Walt Disney World
Washington Duke Inn
Wild Water
William Branson III Photography
Wil-Mar Golf Club
Woodwright's School
ZipQuest

Patrons
Andy and Melissa Foshee
April Errickson
Art Kotz and Renee Filippucci-Kotz
Barbara Kuekes
Bill and Ginny Ott

Briony Voorhees
Charles Holloway
Cindy Hallowes
Connie Davis
David Vande Pol
Dawn Friedel
Don Corley
Donna Cassidy
Emily Weinstein
Frank Arnold
Gary and Rita Nunn
Greg Puertolas
Jay and Janet Baas
Jeanne Rhea
Jeff Hale
Jessica Heinz
John and Patti Liegl
Julia Kennedy
Julie Byrne
Kate DeBruin
Kyle Berner
Lauren Speakman
Leslie Wills
Mark and Elizabeth Zeringue
Michelle Ribar
Nick del Rosso & Kristin White del Rosso
Rich Haynes
Ruth Stalvey and Mark Phialas
Sarah Osburn
Shirley Horton
Sue Millager
Susan Civello
Tom Merritt
Torey Wahlstrom
Tracy Tobin
Valeriya Chavdarova
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Special thanks to the volunteers who served on the Black Tie & Tails Ball
committees and everyone who helped the day of the event. Your time,
talent and enthusiasm for Carolina Tiger Rescue made the event a unique
and energized evening for everyone.
While it takes hundreds of volunteers to help us coordinate the Black Tie &
Tails Ball, we would like to offer special thanks to the following individuals:
Wes Hohenstein, Chief Meteorologist, NBC-17
Matt Holiday, Auctioneer, Holiday Auctions
Amanda Byrne, Video and Graphics, Carolina Tiger Rescue
Greg Pattison, Photographer
Raymond Goodman, Photographer

Committee Members
Marie Hopper, Event Chair

Coordinating Committee
Marie Hopper, Chair
Ruth Stalvey
Kathryn Bertok
Pam Fulk
Susan King Cope

Sponsorship Committee
Pam Fulk, Chair
Philicia Loving
Sue Millager
Heidi Zangara

Honorary Chairs

Auction Committee
Ruth Stalvey, Chair
Manish Ahuja
Kyle Berner
Philicia Loving
Rene McRogers
Rita Nunn
Kristin White del Rosso

Site Committee

Kathryn Bertok, Chair
Jay Baas
April Errickson
Kyra Bucich
Pam Fulk
Susan King Cope

Jay Baas
Janet Baas
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Curator’s Corner

YOU Make The Difference!

Kathryn Bertok, Curator

Every pet owner has been faced with the trials and
tribulations of caring for their pets. There are times
that other obligations pull you away. Sometimes
your pet requires extra attention due to an injury
or illness. Even Mother Nature can make caring for your pets extra difficult.
Now imagine dealing with all of those complications, but instead of a 10
pound cat, you have to get a 500 pound cat to cooperate? The animal care
staff at Carolina Tiger Rescue are faced with all of the same complications a
pet owner is faced with, but the stakes are much higher.
The basics of caring for an animal - whether your cat is 10 pounds or 500
- are the same. They need nutritious food, a safe place to live, and people
who know how to care for them. While the basic needs are the same, the
solutions are very often not.
Feeding a tiger is a costly endeavor. Making sure their diet is healthy and
appropriate takes time and knowledge. The animal care staff works hard to
make sure that the animals we care for are well fed (but not too well fed!)
and healthy. We not only work hard to maintain a fresh food supply, we also
research best practices. We collaborate with other facilities and researchers
to make sure that we are up-to-date on the nutritional needs of the animals
we care for. Not only is feeding a tiger sometimes complicated, it is also
costly. Feeding a tiger can cost up to $500 a month. An individual caring
for a “pet” tiger can easily run into problems. What happens when there is
an illness in the family? Is a private owner still going to be able to feed that
tiger?
Keeping a tiger safely enclosed is no small feat. The initial building of an
enclosure is only the first, and very costly, step. Continued maintenance is
always necessary. The animal care and construction staff check our habitat
enclosures regularly. Every time we go in to clean, the walls and poles are
checked for soundness. Trees that are no longer healthy are removed.
Branches are cut down as needed. Concrete is reinforced. Hinges are
replaced. If a private individual has a tiger in their backyard, will they be able
to responsibly keep a 500 pound cat from escaping?
Even with all of the planning in the world, Mother Nature has a way of
making things just that much more difficult. The keeper and construction
staff had quite a winter this year dealing with multiple weather events. Snow
and ice not only tested our trees, but made getting around nearly impossible.
Thankfully, our staff is well trained and prepares in advance for these sorts
of events. Will a private owner be ready to deal with a weather emergency?
To make sure the animal has enough food and water? What happens if the
ice takes down a tree? Will there be a generator available to keep everyone
warm?
All of these issues and more make caring for wild animals very difficult. The
staff at Carolina Tiger Rescue work tirelessly to make sure we are prepared
for every contingency. They sleep on cots in the office to make sure we have
enough staff to care for the cats. They work in icy, frigid conditions to make
sure everyone has what they need. It certainly takes a village to make sure all
of the animals are happy and healthy.
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We can never thank all of our volunteers
enough….
These Volunteers of the Month recently
earned special recognition for their work.

Hal is an incredibly
thoughtful
and dedicated
volunteer. His
enthusiasm and
passion for the
animals shines
through for each
and every one of his
tour groups to see.
Thanks, Hal!
Hal Mekeel
Tour Guide
January 2015
Sarah’s eagerness
to help out where
needed, along
with her obvious
dedication to
and love for the
animals makes
her an invaluable
volunteer. Thanks,
Sarah!

Sarah Osburn
Animal Care
February 2015
Kim has volunteered
with Carolina
Tiger Rescue for
over 8 years! She
embodies what
it means to be
dedicated to a
cause and is the
kind of volunteer
that others look up
to. Thanks, Kim!
Kim Keyes
Animal Care
March 2015
www.CarolinaTigerRescue.org
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Animal Spotlight
Mona Tiger

Mona tiger may be tiny (for a tiger!), but she packs a big
punch! Mona is 17 years old, but is one of the feistiest cats
here at Carolina Tiger Rescue. She is spunky and energetic,
always running up to the fence to say hello and give a chuffle.
Mona was very nervous when she was first rescued in August
2008. Along with Moki, Fenimore, and Emerson, Mona came
from a facility in Missouri that had lost its USDA license and
was then shut down by the authorities. Now, she seems to
love her new home at Carolina Tiger! She especially enjoys
snuggling with Moki on her hammock platform in the early
morning, and then chasing vultures and stalking visitors in
the afternoon. She is very food motivated and loves any
enrichment involving meat, pelt, or blood.
Mona is helping to save wild tigers as part of a research
project called WildTrack. Her paw prints are analyzed to help
develop a software program that can recognize individual
tigers in the wild, just from their paw prints.
Be sure to stop by and see Mona soon!
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Keeper’s Log

News from the Compound

January 2015 – So much snow! We have been hit with

several snow and ice storms this year. As a result, the keepers
and curator have stayed on site overnight. If the road
conditions are too dangerous, it’s imperative that the keepers
are still able to take care of the animals, so we often just stay
at work instead of risking driving on icy roads. When it snows,
it often makes for a beautiful day; picturesque landscape and
animals playing in the snow; however, working in the snow
can be hard work. Our normal trucks don’t drive well in the
snow, so we took a gator around to care for the animals. The
ground and water pipes were frozen, so we had to drive water
to the dishes from the house. Food would start to refreeze as
we were out feeding, so we constantly had to keep pouring
fresh water on the food to keep it thawed. Even with all the
hard work, it’s worth it to make sure everyone is fed, watered
and happy.

February 2015 - Many of the big cats were out enjoying the
snow. They would watch us slip and slide on the ice, it was
great enrichment for them! Throwing food over the fences
into snow proved to be challenging. The chicken quarters
would land in the snow, but the cats would not be able to
locate them. After trying our usual method with several
different animals, we stick fed the remainder of their food.
The small animals preferred to stay inside the warmth and
comfort of their denboxes. We fed the binturongs in

Keepers: Kelly Martin, Laura Cox, Lauren Humphries
their denboxes so they wouldn’t have to venture outside.
We installed blanket doorways to keep the heat inside the
binturong denboxes, which proved to be very effective. Look
for some of the fun snow pictures in this issue of The Paw
Print!

March 2015 – It’s that time of year again to start preparing

for summer! It’s hard to believe that with the snow and ice
we’ve had in the past two months that we’re already planning
for the summer interns. We’ve been busy having prospective
interns come out for working interviews. It’s important that
we meet prospective interns and see how they function in a
busy work environment. We have them complete animal care
tasks like changing waters, feeding, cleaning enclosures, and
even butchering. We are looking for interns who can work
hard in the summer heat, can carry heavy water buckets,
don’t mind getting dirty, and have a sense of curiosity and
independence. It’s a tall order but we are lucky to get terrific
interns who really want to help while they learn about caring
for the animals. We’re already set on applicants for this
summer but anyone interested can apply for next summer.

LEAH
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Welcome to
our new
Education Director!

Big Cat Safari Camp 2015!
Take a walk on the wild side. As the weather warms up and
school begins winding down, Carolina Tiger Rescue is gearing
up for another great year of summer camp! Carolina Tiger
Rescue will be hosting three weeks of summer camp for kids
ranging in age from rising 3rd to rising 8th graders.

My name is Katie Cannon and I
am the new Education Director
at Carolina Tiger Rescue. I am
a North Carolina native, born
and raised in Raleigh. Before
becoming the Education
Director, I was a Special
Education teacher in Wake
County Public Schools for 5 ½
years. I have been a lifelong learner and, being the daughter
of two educators, it was a natural path for me.

Summer camp at Carolina Tiger Rescue allows campers
to become scientists as they learn through observation,
enrichment activities for the animals, and games. Campers
are shown the daily ins-and-outs of Carolina Tiger Rescue
as they tag along with keepers during feedings, are given
demonstrations from our vet, and participate in a camp
favorite - witnessing our feline residents express their artistic
talents during “Painting With the Tigers.” After five fun-filled
days campers become the experts on our residents and give
a tour, complete with visual aids and enrichment, to their
families to show off all they have learned during the week.

I have always been interested in animals and have strived
to learn as much as I can about them, especially big cats. I
began as a volunteer here a year ago, fell in love the moment
I stepped through the gates, and found myself here every
weekend I could spare.

Discovery Camp for rising 3rd-5th graders is already sold
out! Registration for Expedition Camp for rising 6th-8th
graders is open and filling-up fast. Don’t miss out on this
opportunity to help save and protect our wildcats in a whole
new way. Check our website for registration information at
CarolinaTigerRescue.org.

After teaching in a classroom for the first part of my career, I
believe, without a doubt, that change begins with youth. We
owe it to future generations, ourselves, and to our animals
to teach today’s youth as much as we can, to get them
excited in conserving and protecting those who can’t protect
themselves.
I am excited to have this opportunity to bring students out
to Carolina Tiger Rescue for educational field trips and to
bring our work into their classrooms. My goal as Education
Director is to empower learners of all ages to stand up for
animals and to encourage them to help us to live out our
mission to, “save and protect wild cats in captivity and in the
wild.”

Carolina Tiger Rescue participated in the 20th Anniversary of The
Great Human Race 5k Run and Community Walk on March 28th.
THANK YOU TO EVERYONE WHO JOINED IN TO LEAD US TO
SUCCESS!
OUR WONDERFUL VOLUNTEERS AND SUPPORTERS RAISED OVER
$6,000! TOGETHER WITH AN ANONYMOUS FOUNDATION MATCH
FOR $5,000, WE RAISED OVER $11,000 FOR OUR FOOD FUND!
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Have you been on a Twilight Tour
at Carolina Tiger Rescue?
These special walks are during the most active part of our predators'
days. No other visitors or volunteers are in the sanctuary at that
time, which creates a more peaceful experience with the animals.
Twilight tours are an adult only (age 13+) tour available seasonally
from April through October. Twilight Tours are scheduled for Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday evenings.

Shop and Save Snow Leopards
We are always looking to expand products in the
Savanna Station
gift shop, especially
when those
products aid our
mission. We’re
happy to announce
new products from
Snow Leopard Trust. Snow Leopard Trust is an
international non-profit organization focused on
protecting snow leopards and their habitat. Many
of the items are handmade by families who share
snow leopard habitat. Shop our on-site or online
gift shop for these and many other great items.
Happy Shopping!
CAROLINA TIGER RESCUE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Ruth Stalvey, President
Rob Downs, Vice President
Jay Baas, Treasurer & Secretary
Manish Ahuja
Matt Curran
Emily Demarest
Marie Hopper
Chad Virgil
STAFF
Pam Fulk, Executive Director
Kathryn Bertok, Assistant Director & Curator
Kyra Bucich, Office Manager
Amanda Byrne, IT Administrator
Katie Cannon, Education Director
Laura Cox, Keeper
Kent Fowler, Gift Shop Manager
Nicola Goodman, Donor Services Assistant
Maryssa Hill, Volunteer Coordinator
Lauren Humphries, Senior Keeper
Susan King Cope, Development Director
Angela Lassiter, Veterinarian
Kelly Martin, Keeper
Dan Munn, Site Manager
Dan Wolski, Construction and Grounds Assistant
Heidi Zangara, Planned Giving Manager

Please check our online Tour Tickets calendar to find the tour
start time for a specific day. Ticket prices are $26.50. Visit
CarolinaTigerRescue.org/tours to buy your tickets.

You can ensure sanctuary for the animals who
have found a home at Carolina Tiger Rescue!

Please let us know if you have included Carolina Tiger Rescue
in your plans so that we may thank you!

GREATNONPROFITS

2014
TOP-RATED
NONPROFIT

Financial information about this organization and a copy of its license are
available from the State Solicitation Licensing Branch at 1-888-830-4989.
The license is not an endorsement by the State.
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The Paw Print is published three times per year,
edited by Heidi Zangara. Special thanks to Judy
Johnston for design and layout.

Year Round Tours
Public Tours
Friday at 10am
Saturday & Sunday at 10am & 1pm
Advance tickets are required. Purchase
tickets at CarolinaTigerRescue.org.

Twilight Tours
April through October
Private tours, field trips, specialty tours,
and volunteer opportunities available daily.
Please see website for more information.

How YOU Can Help
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Donate items on our Wish List
Volunteer
Be a Member
Adopt an Animal
Attend the Ball
Be a Monthly Sustainer
Bring Friends for a Tour
Become a Business Sponsor
Include the Cats in your Estate Plans

Save the Date
Holiday Tours
Memorial Day— Monday, May 25
International Tiger Day— Wednesday, July 2
World Lion day— Monday, August 10
Summer Camps— June and July
2016 Black Tie & Tails Ball
February 27, 2016
“Celebrate the Sunsets of Sedona”
The Paw Print • Spring 2015

“Come out and enjoy spring at
Carolina Tiger Rescue!”
To unsubscribe to this newsletter, please email info@carolinatigerrescue.org.

